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Summary. — van der Waals (vdW) crystals have attracted great interest for the
exceptional electronic, optical, chemical, and mechanical properties they reveal in
their two-dimensional (2D) form. Furthermore, they are extremely flexible, so that
they can be subjected to high strains. Here, we show how micro-scale mechanical de-
formations in these materials represent an ideal platform to study their fundamental
properties. More specifically, we exploit the capability of hydrogen-ion irradiation
to induce the formation of 1-layer-thick micro-bubbles, and we also show that their
formation can be spatially controlled by litographic approches. These bubbles both
modify the opto-electronical properties of the crystal and represent a unique system
to study its mechano-elastic and adhesive properties.

1. – Introduction

vdW crystals —such as graphene, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) and transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs, e.g., WS2, WSe2, MoS2, MoSe2 and MoTe2)— have attracted
great interest due to the possibility to isolate single or few layers. In their 2D form, they
exhibit unique properties, that typically differ from those of their bulk counterparts,
stemming from enhanced quantum effects and a lowered dielectric screening [1].

While these materials exhibit diverse electronic properties (from the metallic
graphene, to the semiconducting TMDs, to the insulating hBN), they are all charac-
terised by similar and exceptional mechanical properties and can withstand tensile strains
∼10–20 % [2]. Since strain can strongly modify their electronic properties [3], great at-
tention has been paid to the development of strategies to deform vdW crystals [4]. Here,
we focus our discussion on micro/nano deformations with spherical symmetry and filled
with pressurised gas, herein referred to as domes or bubbles. Such structures host ele-
vated strains (as demonstrated by photoluminescence and Raman studies) [5] and carry
relevant information on the mechano-elastic and adhesive properties of the 2D material.
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Fig. 1. – (a), (b) Sketch of the H-irradiation process: (a) a bulk flake is irradiated with H
ions and the ions penetrate; (b) molecular hydrogen forms in the first interlayer region and
coalesces, resulting in the formation of bubbles. Reproduced with permission from Tedeschi

D. et al., Adv. Mater. 31 (2019) 1903795. Copyright 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim. (c) AFM images of randomly formed bubbles and of bubbles created by
engineering the formation process. (d) Optical image of a flake before (left) and after (right)
the realisation of a H-opaque mask. (e) Typical loading force curves measured on big, medium,
and small engineered domes, and on a randomly formed dome. Black dashed lines are linear
fits. (f) Pressure distributions for big, medium, and small engineered domes. Black lines are
distribution cumulative functions. (g),(h) H2 pressure (g) and E2D (h) vs. dome’s diameter for
big, medium, and small engineered domes and random domes. The gray patterned area in panel
h highlights the range of E2D values reported in the literature. Panels (e)–(h) adapted with
permission from Di Giorgio C. et al., Adv. Mater. Interfaces, 7 (2020) 2001024. Copyright
2020 Wiley-VCH GmbH.

2. – Bubbles in 2D materials: Results and discussion

The high flexibility of 2D materials has triggered the search for controllable methods
to induce strains. Among them, Tedeschi et al. [6] were able to form bubbles in TMDs:
A bulk crystal is irradiated with hydrogen (H) ions (typical doses equal to 1016–1017

ions/cm2), which penetrate for one or few layers (fig. 1(a)); H2 gas forms and coalesces,
and H2-filled bubbles form (fig. 1(b)) [7]. The irradiation is performed with low-energy
H-beams (< 20eV) not to damage the crystal [6,8]; Raman studies and the long durability
of the bubbles suggest that no sizeable defects are created [6]. A typical atomic force
microscopy (AFM) image of MoS2 bubbles is shown in fig. 1(c), left.

Such bubbles are characterised by interesting properties, such as the fact that their
aspect ratio —i.e. the ratio between maximum height h0 and footprint radius R—
for each material is constant independently of the bubble size [6, 9, 10]. Indeed, the
equilibrium condition for the system can be described by minimising its total energy
Utot = Ustretch + Uadh + Ugas, where Ustretch is the energy related to the elastic defor-
mation of the membrane, Uadh takes into account the fact that the membrane is locally
detached from the substrate, and Ugas is the internal gas energy. For quasi-spherical
bubbles

(1) Uadh = γ · πR2, Ustretch = AνE2D · h
2
0

R4
, Ugas = −BνΔph0R

2,

where γ is the adhesion energy, E2D is the 2D stretching modulus of the membrane,
Δp is the difference between internal and external pressure of H2, and Aν and Bν are
positive constants that depend on the Poisson’s ratio of the material ν. Contributions
related to the bending stiffness are negligible in micron-sized bubbles. By minimising
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the Utot both with respect to h0 and R —to impose equilibrium— one gets

(2)
h0

R
= Cν ·

(
γ

E2D

)1/4

, Δp = Dν · h
3
0

R4
,

where Cν and Dν are constants depending on ν [11, 12]. This shows how the aspect
ratio is related to the elastic and adhesive properties of the material, and is constant
independently of R or h0. Indeed, this limits the maximum strain achievable since εmax ∝
(h0/R)2. However, the aspect ratio can be increased by introducing external forces. This
can be achieved by depositing H-opaque masks over the flakes prior to irradiation, as
shown in figs. 1(c),(d). The masks can be realised by spinning a negative-tone electronic
resist on the whole sample and by patterning it by means of electron beam lithography,
see ref. [10]. This procedure allows us to form bubbles with the desired size and position
(see panel (d)). Furthermore, if sufficiently thick, the mask acts as a constraint and the
resulting structure is characterised by a much larger aspect ratio [10]. For instance, by
realising openings with diameter equal to 5 μm, 3 μm and 1 μm —hereinafter referred to
as big, medium and small, respectively— we obtained bubbles with h0/R equal to 0.201
± 0.021, 0.216 ± 0.021 and 0.289 ± 0.017, respectively, while in spontaneously-formed
domes h0/R = 0.168 ± 0.019. This increased ratio should correspond to an increased gas
pressure. To verify this, we performed AFM nano-indentations on both engineered and
randomly formed MoS2 domes. Besides the pressure, these measurements allow us also
to measure the stretching modulus E2D. We positioned the AFM tip on the top-most
location of each dome and pushed the membrane down for a distance δ, by applying
a force F (δ). Figure 1(e) shows typical F (δ) curves as acquired on big, medium, and
small domes, and on a random one, having a footprint radius similar to the medium
dome, but smaller height, for comparison. By employing the same loading force setpoint
(Fmax ∼ 500 nN), we find a different response depending on both the size and production
procedure. For instance, the slope decreases when increasing the radius, thus indicating
a size-driven softening, with bigger domes hosting lower inner pressure. On the other
hand, the curve acquired on the random bubble discloses two remarkable characteristics:
1) for δ � 20 nm, a linear behaviour is found, with even smaller slope than the big
engineered dome, suggesting a lower pressurisation in the randomly produced bubbles;
2) for δ �20 nm the loading force increases more stiffly and the behaviour is no more
linear. However, this is not surprising: the dependence of F on δ is indeed expected
to undergo a linear to non-linear transition, by increasing the indentation depth δ [13].
Our experiments suggest such a transition being strongly dependent on pressure, thus
occurring at lower depths for softer domes. To get out a quantitative estimate of Δp and
E2D, we interpreted the results of the indentation experiments by using the solution of
the Föppl-von Karman equation for pressurised ultrathin elastic shells clamped to the
edge of a circular hole of footprint radius R, in presence of external loading [13]. As
detailed in ref. [14], if 1) the pressurisation is sufficiently high [13] and 2) the analysis is
limited to a small-indentation range —where the behaviour is linear with slope k— then

(3) Δp ≈ log(R/Rtip) ·
h0k

(2πAhAτR2)
, E2D ≈ log(R/Rtip)

A2
hR

2k

2πAτh2
0

,

where Ah ≈ 0.645 and Aτ ≈ 0.438, for MoS2 [15], and Rtip is the radius of the AFM
tip (which can be measured as in ref. [16]). Linear fits of the F (δ) curves are shown as
dashed lines in fig. 1(e) (the fit being limited to δ � 20nm for the random domes). We
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performed a statistical analysis of loading force curves acquired on 73 small, 27 medium,
10 big domes, plus 9 random domes of varying size. As shown in fig. 1(f),(g), for the
engineered domes we find three well separated pressure distributions: The larger pressure
found in smaller domes is indeed in agreement with the theoretical predictions (eq. (2)).
Furthermore, Δp in the randomly-produced domes is overall lower than the engineered
counterparts (see fig. 1(g)), in agreement with the enhanced aspect ratio of the engineered
domes. Finally, the E2D measured values overlap (fig. 1(h)) and agree well with the E2D

values reported for MoS2 by other papers [15,17-19].
In conclusion, we have shown how 2D materials spherically deformed at the micro-

scale can represent a unique platform where to investigate intrinsic parameters of the
vdW crystals, such as their stretching modulus. Furthermore, using eq. (2) for random
domes, we can estimate the adhesion energy (Cν = 2.24 for MoS2) [12]: γ ∼18 meV/Å2.
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